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Background-RedRaider Cluster
Partition:

Quanah

Nocona

Matador

Total Nodes

467

240

20

Benchmarked

485 TFLOPS

804 TFLOPS

226 TFLOPS

Node Model

PowerEdge C6320

PowerEdge C6525

PowerEdge R740

Processor Make and Model

Intel Xeon E5-2695 v4

AMD EPYC™ 7702

Intel Xeon Gold 6242

Total Cores In Partition

16,812 (36cores/node)

30,720 (128 cores/node)

800 cpu + 25,600 tensor + 204,800 CUDA

GPU (if present)

N/A

N/A

NVIDIA TESLA V100

Memory/Node

192 GB

512 GB

384 GB

High-Speed Fabric

Intel OmniPath

Mellanox HDR 200 InfiniBand

Mellanox HDR 100 Infiniband

Fabric Speed

100 Gbps

200 Gbps

100 Gbps

Topology

Non-Blocking Fat-Tree

Non-Blocking Fat-Tree

Non-Blocking Fat-Tree

Efficiency

85.8%

81.5%

80.6%

Ref: https://www.depts.ttu.edu/hpcc/operations/equipment.php

Background-iDRAC
✤

iDRAC9 (4.0 with datacenter license)
✤

Telemetry data is streamed (or pushed)

✤

Provides over 180 data metrics related to server and peripheral operations

✤

Metrics are precisely timestamped and internally buffered

9

Ref: Telemetry Streaming with iDRAC9—What you Need to Get Started

Background-iDRAC

CPU

Storage

Sensors

GPU

Power

Disk

Performance

Every Hour
On Alert

Red sh
Subscription

Every Day

Red sh
Polling

Custom
(5-86,400 s)

Con gure the
Transport Method

9

fi

fi

Red sh SSE

NICs

Ref: Telemetry Streaming with iDRAC9—What you Need to Get Started
fi

Every Minute

Thermal

Select Metric Reports

fi

Rsyslog

Choose Frequency of
Reporting

Enable Trigger
(optional)

Motivation-Why Monitoring?

✤

Potential failures increase with complexity.

✤

Monitoring enables system admins to handle potential problems in a timely manner (or
even before they occur).

The power consumption of current HPC platforms becomes an increasing urgent issue.
✤

Understand the status of HPC systems in a holistic manner, including the power
consumption of each component.

✤

Develop strategies to improve the ef ciency, especially the power ef ciency, while
maintaining QoS requirement.

fi

✤

HPC platforms are becoming increasingly complex and will continue to grow in both
computational power and complexity.

fi

✤

Architecture Overview
Data Analytics

Analysis

Metrics Builder

Aggregation

Measurement
Measurement
Table

Storage

Metrics Collector

✤

Visualizes and analyzes job data and
system status

✤

Accelerates the data retrieval

✤

Correlates and aggregates data

✤

Exposes an API to various consumers

✤

A set of tables for storing the collected
data in a time series database

✤

Captures interesting data

✤

Nodes equipped with Baseboard
Management Controllers (BMCs)

Collection
Node
Node
Node

Resource Manager

…

Estimated Records
Estimation table based on the sensors and nodes of the Nocona Partition:
Data metrics
Nodes
per Node
1
240

~180
~180

Poll
Avg.
Rec./min.
Frequency Rec./sec.
5s
5s

36
8,640

2,160
518,400

Rec./hour

Rec./day

Rec./month

Rec./year

129,600

3,110,400

93,312,000

1,119,744,000

31,104,000

746,496,000

22,394,880,000

268,738,560,000

31 mil

746 mil

22 bil

268 bil

Estimation table based on the sensors and nodes of the Quanah Partition:
Data metrics
Nodes
per Node
1
467

12
12

Poll
Avg.
Rec./min.
Frequency Rec./sec.
60s
60s

0.2
93

12
5,604

~100 X

Rec./hour

Rec./day

Rec./month

Rec./year

720

17,280

518,400

6,220,800

336,240

8,069,760

242,092,800

2,905,113,600

0.34 mil

8 mil

0.24 bil

2.9 bil

Stability issue of InfluxDB
✤

✤

Inserting batches into In uxDB
✤

Inserting batches of 10k into In uxDB at high cardinalities will have write errors caused by
timeouts, exceeding the maximum cache memory size, fatal out of memory errors.

✤

Increasing maximum cache size and decreasing the batch size could solve these errors.

Reading queries on In uxDB
✤

In uxDB at high cardinalities could consume all available memory to run the query and
crashed with an Out of Memory error.

fl

fl

fl

fl

fl

fl

Ref: https://blog.timescale.com/blog/timescaledb-vs-in uxdb-for-time-series-data-timescale-in ux-sql-nosql-36489299877/.

Database Selection

Ref: https://db-engines.com/en/ranking_trend/time+series+dbms

In uxDB

TimescaleDB

Non-relational DB (built from scratch in Go)

Relational DB (built on PostgreSQL)

oats, ints, strings, and booleans

oats, ints, strings, booleans, arrays, JSON, etc.

Only tag values are indexed
Tags are indexed

Time

Tag1

Tag2

…

Indexable on all elds

Fields are NOT indexed

Field1 Field2 Field3

Fields are all indexable

…

Time

…

…
Time

Tag - NodeIP

Field - JobList

1583792296

“101.10.1.1”

“[123456, 123457]”

Time

Field - NodeIP

Field - JobList

1583792296

“101.10.1.1”

[123456, 123457]

NodeIP

Cluster

fi

“101.10.1.1 “Quanah”

fl

fl

fl

Database Comparison

Rack

CPUs

…

1

36

…

JobId

JobName

Start

NodeList

…

123456

“test”

1583792200

36

…

Database Comparison
Ingest Rate Comparison:

fl

fl

Ref: https://blog.timescale.com/blog/timescaledb-vs-in uxdb-for-time-series-data-timescale-in ux-sql-nosql-36489299877/.

Database Comparison
Query Performance
Comparison (measured in
milliseconds):

fl

fl

Ref: https://blog.timescale.com/blog/timescaledb-vs-in uxdb-for-time-series-data-timescale-in ux-sql-nosql-36489299877/.

Database Comparison
Convert 3 months of historical data from In uxDB to TimescaleDB:

TimescaleDB tables

fl

fl

In uxDB measurements

Database Comparison
Convert 3 months of historical data from In uxDB to TimescaleDB:

TimescaleDB data points in
Power table

fl

fl

In uxDB data points in
Power measurement

Database Comparison
In uxDB

TimescaleDB

7

~7G
Data Volume (GB)

5.25

3.5

~5G

1.75

0

fl

Time Series Database Management

Database Selection
✤

We do NOT need to use a non-TSDB to store static data (job data) if using TimescaleDB to
store the HPC monitoring data.

✤

TimescaleDB is much more stable when writing and reading high-cardinality datasets.

✤

TimescaleDB uses more data volume when storing the same monitoring data.

✤

TimescaleDB performs better on writing and reading high-cardinality datasets.

We use TimescaleDB as the main storage solution for
monitoring the RedRaider cluster.

Configure Telemetry Reports

Initializing schemas
✤

TimeScaleDB (relational DB) requires prede ned schemas, in which the column name and
data type have to be de ned before writing data points.

✤

The nodes metadata need to be recorded in case the correlation between iDRAC ip address
and compute node id will change in future.

✤

The heterogeneous cluster need a central place to record the hardware and rmware info.

✤

Hundreds of metrics require a central place to record metric de nition, unit and data type.

Table 1

Table 2

nodes

metrics_de nition
Metadata

Table 3

Table 4

CPUUsage

SystemPower
Consumption

…

Time-series metrics

fi

fi

fi

fi

fi

TimeScaleDB

_____
_ _
|_
_|
(_) |
| | _ __ _| |_
| | | '_ \| | __|
_| |_| | | | | |_
|_____|_| |_|_|\__|

__

__

_

_

_

| \/ |
| |
| |
| |
| \ / | ___| |_ __ _ __| | __ _| |_ __ _
| |\/| |/ _ \ __/ _` |/ _` |/ _` | __/ _` |
| | | | __/ || (_| | (_| | (_| | || (_| |
|_| |_|\___|\__\__,_|\__,_|\__,_|\__\__,_|

✤

Obtain info such as hostname, model,
processor model, processor count, total
memory, iDRAC ip addr, iDRAC model,
rmware version etc. via Red sh.

✤

Telemetry metric tables will reference
the primary key of this table.

_____
_ _
_______ _____ _____ ____
_______
_
_
|_
_|
(_) |
|__
__/ ____| __ \| _ \ |__
__| | |
| |
| | _ __ _| |_
| | | (___ | | | | |_) |
| | __ _| |__ | | ___
| | | '_ \| | __|
| | \___ \| | | | _ <
| |/ _` | '_ \| |/ _ \
_| |_| | | | | |_
| | ____) | |__| | |_) |
| | (_| | |_) | | __/
|_____|_| |_|_|\__|
|_| |_____/|_____/|____/
|_|\__,_|_.__/|_|\___|

✤

Parse telemetry metrics, create a table
for each metric id, which includes
timestamp, node id, data source, fqdd
(instance label) and metric reading
columns.

✤

A metrics_de nition table is also
created to record the metric description
and unit info.

✤

92 tables in total. (Some instances of
metrics share the same table)

“10.101.1.1” (iDRAC ip addr of
cpu-1-1) —> 1 (index of cpu-1-1)

fi

✤

fi

fi

Initializing schemas

Streaming Telemetry Data
Client (monitoring node)

Streaming (Push model)

Request iDRAC at a pre-de ned
frequency

As soon as data changes, iDRAC sends
the data to the client

Delay
pre-de ned

Delay
pre-de ned

Create a new connection
for every pull

Only have one connection

Timestamp the data points after
The data points are timestamped by
receiving the data (4.5s - 6s delay) iDRAC 9 when the metrics are generated

New EventSource
Connection Request
(https://10.101.23.1/red sh/v1/
Connection Response
TelemetryService/MetricReports)
Fire EventSource event
listener callback

Event

Fire EventSource event
listener callback

Event

Fire EventSource event
listener callback

Event

……

Need to re-check for servers that were
previously not accessible

Events
Events

CPU Processing
Time

fi

fi

fi

fi

Ref: https://apifriends.com/api-streaming/server-sent-events/

Push Event Data
Push Event Data

Push Event Data
……

Events

Do not need to re-check since
every pull is a check

Do Work…
(Same HTTP Connection)

Polling (Pull model)

Server (iDRAC9)

Monitoring Dashboard

Conclusion & Discussion

✤

We have developed a set of tools to con gure telemetry reports and initialize tables in TSDB.

✤

We have implemented code to asynchronously collect telemetry metrics from 240 nodes via
SSE.

✤

From the visualization in Grafana, we conclude that our implementation achieves a stable
and ef cient performance.

fi

We studied the performance of TimeScaleDB and set it up as the storage component in this
monitoring project.

fi

✤

Conclusion & Discussion
✤

What’s next?
✤

Collect job info via Slurm REST API.

✤

Extend the support for GPU nodes.

✤

Rephrase the code for collecting metrics from iDRAC8.

✤

Develop MetricsBuilder API based on TimeScaleDB.

Thank you!
Q&A

